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I.

Read the following sentences carefully, and select the best answer for each
of the blanks. (60%)
1. I’m surprised that you did so well in the race. _____, I didn’t think you would even
finish it.
(A) In fact
(B) At least (C) As such (D) So far
2. The _____ of the party invited all the most popular stars of the time.
(A) chief
(B) warrior (C) host
(D) tribe
3. It takes great ______ to make a public speech.
(A) encouragement (B) courage (C) currency (D) discourage
4. After Uncle Albert died, his lawyer told Sally that he had _____ a large amount of
(D) made
money to her.
(A) adopted (B) left (C) found
5. The president _____ after it was found out that he supported terrorists.
(C) bid farewell (D) stepped down
(A) turned back (B) passed on
6. My nephew seems to get most of his exercise from _____ the pigeons at the park.
(A) covering up (B) digging in (C) chasing after (D) daring to
7. _____, I was the one who saved her, so I should get the reward.
(A) After all (B) Aside from (C) From now on (D) Now and again
8. Please put that copy in a safe place and _____ all other copies so they can’t be read.
(A) mourn (B) survive (C) destroy (D) demand
9. The boss _____ the error and then demanded to know who was at fault.
(B) stood close to (C) slammed into
(D)pointed out
(A) howled into
10. The company had plenty of funds at its ________.
(A) disguise (B) disgust (C) dispose (D) disposal
11. Several accidents _____both cars and motorcycles have occurred on this section of
the highway recently. (A) involved (B) involving (C) had involved (D) involve
12. The new lawyer insists that the client ____ new trial.
(A) gives
(B) is giving (C) be given (D) will be giving
13. _____ the new company he joined is world famous, his salary is lower than before.
(A) So (B) In addition to (C) Although (D) Because
14. She cannot boil an egg, let ____ cook a meal.
(A) alone
(B) along
(C) belong
(D) long
15. They don’t believe their son could ever ____ a crime.
(A) compare (B) protect (C) commit (D) destroy
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Cloze 克漏字選擇
The impact of social media on our society today is simply staggering. It's
stunning to think about the sweeping changes that social media platforms
16
for human connections at all levels, including educational systems, political
activities, charitable organizations and businesses. And, certainly, Facebook has
defined the promise and the vision of social media platforms. There is no other
social media brand today
17
has the enormous global reach combined
with the personal intimacy and immediate engagement of Facebook. Today there
are 800 million people on Facebook and of those, 350 million people connect to
Facebook on mobile
18
. Today and every day, 500 million users log-in to
Facebook and create 100 million "likes" on Facebook pages. In fact, on a daily
19
, there are 2 billion posts liked and commented on with another 250 million
photos uploaded. This is a living map of human connections never
20
before.
16. (A) created
(B) creating (C) have created (D) being created
17. (A) that
(B) who
(C) but
(D) as
18. (A) designs
(B) defects (C) demands
(D) devices
19. (A) basis
(B) base
(C) basic
(D) bath
20. (A) see
(B) saw
(C) seeing
(D) seen
Born on November 30, 1835, in Florida, Missouri, Samuel L. Clemens wrote
under the pen name Mark Twain and went on to author several novels, including
two major
21
of American literature: The Adventures of Tom Sawyer and
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. "All modern American literature comes from
one book by Mark Twain called Huckleberry Finn," Ernest Hemingway wrote in
1935, giving short shrift to Herman Melville and others but
22
an
interesting point. Hemingway's comment refers
23
to the colloquial
language of Twain's masterpiece, as for perhaps the first time in America, the
vivid, raw, not-so-respectable voice of the common folk was used to create great
literature. Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is
24
its colorful description of
people and places along the Mississippi River. Set in
a Southern antebellum society that
25
to exist about 20 years before the
work was published, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is an often
scathing satire on entrenched attitudes, particularly racism.
21. (A) mansions
(B) classics (C) empires
(D) leisure
22. (A) making
(B) makes
(C) made
(D) makes
23. (A) eventually
(B) solely
(C) specifically
(D) individually
24. (A) marked with (B) noted for (C) viewed as
(D) focused on
25. (A) cease
(B) ceasing (C) has ceased
(D) had ceased
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Reading Comprehension 閱讀測驗
Working mothers justifiably complain about unfair treatment—they are
often pushed into less lucrative jobs and overlooked for promotions. But a new
study suggests that working dads may also suffer discrimination. In recent years,
Congress passed the Family and Medical Leave Act to help ease the burden of
those who need to care for an ill spouse or mothers who want time off after
giving birth. By law, a worker with a family or medical emergency can claim up
to twelve weeks of unpaid leave. But many still feared that those who took leave
would be seen as poor “organizational citizens,” because they would be
unloading their work on others.
Women who took family leave were generally seen in a positive light. But
men who took leave for a birth or to care for a sick parent were regarded as less
conscientious employees than either men who did not take leave or women
employees who did. Researchers believe that this is due to society’s traditional
gender roles: Nurturing is seen as a “woman’s job.” “When either men or
women go against their familiar role, they are penalized.”
26. What does the new study suggest about men?
(A) That they are getting more time off than before.
(B) That they get fewer promotions than women.
(C) That they suffer from discrimination.
(D) That they are seen in a positive light.
27. How were women viewed who took family leave?
(A) They were demoted.
(B) They were seen as manipulative.
(C) They were viewed positively.
(D) They were discriminated against.
28. What happened when either men or women went against the family role?
(A) They were ignored.
(B) They were rewarded.
(C) They were arrested.
(D) They were penalized.
29. Why does the author say that women can justifiably complain about their
jobs?
(A) They work longer hours.
(B) They must take care of children at home.
(C) They are overlooked for promotions.
(D) They have over-demanding bosses.
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30. According to the passage, who would be viewed as the least diligent
employee?
(A) A man taking leave to care for his sick parent
(B) A woman taking leave to care for her sick parent
(C) A man going on business trips overseas
(D) A woman taking leave for a birth

II. Please answer the following short essay questions in English
(minimum 100 words for each essay question) (40%)
1. Please write a paragraph of 100 words to present your ideal life of a graduate
student.
2. The effects of smartphones on our everyday lives

【試題結束】
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